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Genoatronics Introduces the EPlus™ Emergency Charger for Mobile Devices
Powerful Emergency Charging Solution for First Responders,
Families, Campers and Boaters
Pleasanton, California – December 16, 2013 — Genoatronics, a provider of emergency
charging solutions for mobile devices, today announced the introduction of the EPlus™.
Targeted for use by first responders, families, campers and boaters, the EPlus provides
the ability to charge mobile devices during power outages or while in extreme outdoor
terrain, using everyday household batteries as a direct current source.
The EPlus is packaged in a small form factor (4.8 x 3.6 x 1.6 inches), high visibility
water-resistant and shock-resistant case and weighs 13 ounces. The package includes
all cables, adapters and four AA lithium batteries for “out-of-the-box” functionality. With a
5-year shelf life, this Grab-and-Go solution is the perfect addition for emergency kits,
where a user wants to store for extended lengths of time yet be assured that their
supplies will be ready and useable when needed.
The smart charger is optimized for flexibility and allows the use of any readily available
household or car battery (6V-12V) as a power source. The EPlus supports cables and
adapters for multiple connections and power source options including car adapter,
alligator clips and AA and D-cell battery holders.
“Launching the EPlus is the result of seeing an opportunity in the market to provide a
unique and viable solution for consumers needing to charge their mobile devices in
extreme and stressful conditions,” said David Wyskiel, President, Genoatronics.
“The EPlus is an incredible new tool for first responders and is perfect to fill a void
created by unreliable equipment in our market,” said R. Hunter, Disaster Responder and
Director of DMATGear.com.
With completely waterproof electronics, the EPlus smart charger is environmentally
protected. The smart charging feature senses the available voltage to adapt and quickly

charge most cell phones, smart phones, MP3 players and tablets, as reliably as
everyday chargers (based on device and power source). The EPlus allows users to
charge up to 10 times faster than a standard car adapter.
Priced at $124.95, the product is available for purchase at www.epluscharger.com or
through authorized partners.
The EPlus Emergency Charger for Mobile Devices is made in the USA.

About Genoatronics
Genoatronics designs and markets charging solutions for mobile communications
devices. Founded in 2012 by Wyskiel Technologies, a design and engineering services
company, the company is committed to delivering unique and viable solutions for use by
a typical consumer in stressful and extreme conditions. Additional information is
available at www.genoatronics.com
EPlus™ and Genoatronics™ are trademarked by Genoatronics.
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